
Introducing 
The All-New Meyer®

Diamond Edge Snowplow
It's the plow that doesn't lie down on the job.



70° 
Attack 
Angle

Meyer Diamond Edge plows feature the tallest and most 
aggressive contractor class moldboard on the market, 
with a 32" height and 70° attack angle. 

This taller, more aggressive snowplow produces 
better overall clearing performance in less time. 
The attack angle also allows for better back 
dragging. And if you encounter obstacles when 
plowing, the bottom-trip design keeps the 
moldboard upright so you won’t lose the load.

TallesT and mosT aggressive.rEDEsignED for bETTEr 
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Meyer®

Diamond Edge 
With All-New
Trip-Edge
Design.

The trip-edge design keeps the 
moldboard upright, while the 
lower portion gives way when 
obstacles are struck, so you 
can keep plowing without losing 
the load.



The larger, wider, more-solid 
pivot bar is made of heavy-walled 
tubular steel for added strength 
and rigidity at key pressure zones.

behind the moldboard is totally redesigned “black iron” consisting of a robust, tubular 
steel A-frame and pivot bar. This improved design has been simplified to create 
a stronger plow at key pressure zones and more evenly distributes the load. 

The pressure zones are further enhanced by three, reinforced points-of-contact and a 
tubular bar along the entire back for increased torsional strength. Meyer Diamond Edge 
plows come with easy-to-reach grease fittings in key locations like the heavy-duty 
king bolt.

Key pressure zones
create a stronger plow.

5 YEARS on all components and 
structural steel* with the purchase 
of an E-72 hydraulic. 

* Must register new plow systems online at 
 www.meyerproducts.com to activate the 
 5-year warranty.

Best built, best 
backed plows in 
the industry.

The Meyer Diamond Edge 
shown with optional snow 
deflector.

more durable design.

Meyer Diamond Edge plows come standard with a reversible center hole punched cutting 
edge for longer wear life.
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Meyer Diamond Edge

DE2-7.5 Bottom-Trip Edge 7'6" 32" 12 gauge 6 4 1/2" x 6" 82" 1 1/2" x 10" 832 lb

DE2-8.0 Bottom-Trip Edge 8' 32" 12 gauge 6 4 1/2" x 6" 87" 1 1/2" x 10" 849 lb

DE2-8.5 Bottom-Trip Edge 8'6" 32" 12 gauge 6 4 1/2" x 6" 93" 1 1/2" x 10" 866 lb

DE2-9.0 Bottom-Trip Edge 9' 32" 12 gauge 6 4 1/2" x 6" 98" 1 1/2" x 10" 884 lb
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For a complete list of Meyer Diamond Edge accessories go to www.meyerproducts.com                 * Average mount weight is 125 lbs.

See Hands 
Free Plowing 
In Action 

Hands Free
Plowing

Fleet Friendly
The EZ-Mount plus mounting system is Fleet Friendly because the 
moldboards and controllers are interchangeable. 

All Meyer Diamond Edge plows feature 
a Pistol Grip Controller with Hands 
Free Plowing mode (Hfp). When Hfp 
is activated, the vehicle shift lever controls 
the up/down movement of the moldboard.

We don’t call it “EZ” for nothing.
The modular EZ-Mount® Plus™ system conveniently attaches 
or detaches from the truck in less than a minute and leaves the 
truck with a clean, off-the-assembly-line appearance when 
not attached.

in the midst of a major storm, downtime is not an option. 
That’s why the EZ-Mount plus mounting system is 
interchangeable with other newer Meyer moldboards.

The Meyer Diamond Edge can also be attached using the time-tested  
EZ-Mount® Classic™ mounting system.

ease of use, inTerchangeable mounT.

Shown with optional equipment.

Shown with optional equipment.


